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DON’T PUT OFF YOUR 
CASE STORIES ANOTHER DAY.

WANT HELP FROM THE EXPERTS COLLECTING, CRAFTING, 
AND DELIVERING YOUR VIDEO CASE STORIES?

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


WE ARE ALL LOOKING FOR A 
SILVER BULLET. 
Stories are the most engaging content. 

Stories are evergreen. 

Video Case Stories Drive Traffic, Increase 
Conversion, and Speed Up Sales.



14 YEARS AGO,
I WAS SELLING INTERNET 
MARKETING TO LAWYERS IN 
NEW YORK CITY AND LONG 
ISLAND.

It was brutal. No one cared about “SEO.” Many still had no websites, 

much less video. 

Yellow Pages was still the majority of the marketing budget.

One of my clients was on the first page of Google for “Personal 

Injury Attorney New York City.” Even showing someone dominating 

Google meant nothing.

Then I started to film my clients’ stories and show them in sales 

meetings.

I crushed it. (To give you an idea of how hard that territory was, the 

company I worked for gave up on having a consultant there after I 

left.)



THEN GOOGLE 
STARTED TO

I left the company and started authenticWEB. We now create 

Videos that drive traffic, build authority, and make our clients 

THE ONLY CHOICE.

Success with video is not simply shooting videos. 

It must start with creating a comprehensive video strategy. 

Our strategy has fundamentals in classic direct response. We 

then weave in the latest strategies in SEO, Direct Response, 

Social Ads, Email, and Funnels. 

Next up is the production of videos from the About Us (which 

happens to be the 2nd most used page on a website) to 

Servicemercials for a total of 9 different types of videos.

INCORPORATE YOUTUBE INTO 

THEIR SEARCH RESULTS.

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


ONCE WE LAY THE FOUNDATION

we create an entire video platform for our 

clients growing their traffic and authority.



OF COURSE,
Unfortunately, videographers are not trained marketers (though 

many think they are). 

We started to teach Filmmakers around the world our strategies 

and methods. 

You can find videographers around the world that know 

marketing at StoryCrews.com.

WE CAN’T DO ALL OF THIS 

OURSELVES.

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:

Put them in every tactic for a 

MINIMUM 5% improvement
Build your Authority by

showing off your stories

Get videos ranking for 

competitive terms in Google
Use powerful ones in

cold traffic campaigns
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:

Create a YouTube playlist 

with stories (no one will 

watch testimonials)

Rank for solutions in the

2nd most used search

engine, YouTube

Control your online

reputation with video
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:

NEW LinkedIn “Intro Video” 

(Who better to intro you?)
Feature them on your

LinkedIn profile

Create a LinkedIn 

article of results

Case Stories make for 

“shareable” social media
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Help all of your friends and 

family REALLY understand 

what you do

Pin them to the top 

of your social media

Use Micro-content 

Success Stories in 

Instagram/LinkedIn Stories

Email Success Stories 

immediately to new 

prospects
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:



Use them on Your 

Website Homepage (People 

want to know you help

people like them)

Email new Success Stories

as long-term nurture

Use a Case Story 

each Service Page
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:



Ramp up your

2nd most-used page, 

your About Us

Add Case Stories to your

Contact page

Create an amazing 

About Us video

Create a better

Process video
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:



Use as intros for

speaking gigs

Supercharge your 

webinars

Display at booths for 

trade shows (ask me 

how we cracked the 

“Tradeshow Code”)

Create “Virtual

Referrals”
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:



Make it easier for people to 

refer business to you

DO THIS NOW:

Video Case Stories make

the ultimate retargeting

campaigns
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Use long-form case

stories to demonstrate

your expertise
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IMPROVE YOUR MARKETING:



ALMOST EVERY 
AGENCY OWNER
I TALK TO IS EMBARRASSED 
ABOUT THEIR DIGITAL 
MARKETING.

You can’t be your own marketer. It’s near impossible, especially if 

you’re an amazing technician.

Want to be great at your own marketing? I’ve learned that to be 

great you look at what the greats do…. And not just in your own 

field.

In the world of sports, the greatest: Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, 

Tiger Woods all had coaches. And not just one coach, but a coach 

for every part of their game.

The previous-named businesses and business owners all have 

coaches too.

Zig Ziglar had 11 coaches at once. 



SINCE WE’RE 
LOOKING AT THE 
GREATS,

March 2, 1962, Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points in a single NBA 
game. No one’s come close. The reason: His free throw percentage 
went from 40% to 86% due to shooting underhand AKA granny style.

John Wooden won 10 NCAA championships at UCLA, even though he 
had a rotating group of players every year. The first thing you learned 
when you joined... How to tie your shoes.

Let’s take a look at The Masters: Greens in Regulation and Putts don’t 
make the highlight reel but almost always are the gauge of the win. 
Driving distance and accuracy have almost no correlation. 

In football, we talk about “Blocking and Tackling.” Blocking never 
makes the highlight reel.

LET’S ANALYZE WHAT LED TO 

THE GREATEST 

PERFORMANCES.



Fundamentals are seldom sexy.

Fundamentals don’t win awards 
or make highlight reels

FUNDAMENTALS WIN 
CHAMPIONSHIPS.



He’s not dunking. He’s not doing turnaround jump shots or crossovers.

He would also fly his strength coach, Tim Grover to wherever he was to work with him.

SO WHERE WOULD YOU ADVISE AN ATHLETE TO 
SPEND A MAJORITY OF THEIR TIME?

Let’s look at The Black Mamba, Kobe Bryant. He knew what won championships. 

Here’s a video of Kobe practicing AFTER losing to the Miami Heat: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVMTuU2orss


IF YOU’RE SERIOUS 
ABOUT WINNING

Over the years, we’ve created videos and strategies for Fortune 50 

Companies, Inc. 500 Companies (like ShipOffers and Fully Accountable). 

We are the “Go-To” video team for experts like Gino Wickman of EOS, 

Tanner Larsson of Build Grow Scale, and Jason Swenk. 

We still do some videos with small businesses but are very selective with 

whom we work.

One of the things I'm most proud of, and I love the most, is helping other 

Agencies. It’s like being “The Doctor’s Doctor.”

Or more like “The Cobbler’s Cobbler.”

 

We make sure your baby has shoes.

YOU MUST:
A. WORK ON THE 

FUNDAMENTALS

B. FIND GREAT COACHES 

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


IMPROVE YOUR OPERATIONS:

Attract more talent

Attract more of 

the RIGHT people

The Disney Method:

Show you build paths NOT 

fences for your customers
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IMPROVE YOUR OPERATIONS:

Motivate Team

Turn Around Bad Days:

Remind yourself how 

awesome you are
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Sell more 

“Foot in the Doors” 

aka Strategy Sessions

Use Case Stories as a 

prospecting tool 

(ask me how)

Clarify your 

PERFECT prospect
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IMPROVE YOUR SALES:



IMPROVE YOUR SALES:

Create a stand out 

Foot in the Door using Case Stories (Ask 

about our Partner Program)

Stop bothering 

prospects

Create a better

sales system

Attract better sales 

talent aligned with 

your goals
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Use as follow up for

lost/ghosted leads (I’ll give you 

irresistible subject lines)

Motivate salespeople Empower salespeople
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Train salespeople

IMPROVE YOUR SALES:



Text to prospects

Embed in proposals to 

increase close rate to 67

(Source: Giants of Video)

Close contracts faster
48
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Use in live sales meeting

IMPROVE YOUR SALES:

http://giantsofvideo.com


VIDEO CASE 
STORIES
ARE THE FUNDAMENTALS 
OF ANY MARKETING 
CAMPAIGN.

If you ONLY had video case stories, you could sell about 
anything.

How do I know? I’ve done it. I’ve left so many meetings where 

people are enthralled by the Case Stories. Well into our 

project, they are referring to the stories. 

I know what you’re thinking, “Ian, tell me something I didn’t 

know.”

As an agency owner, I’m sure that it’s obvious to you. Stories 

Sell. Video is everywhere. 

Like most, you get wrapped up in everything else.



OVER THE PAST 
90 DAYS,

I interviewed Jon Morris of Rise Interactive, a $100 million a year 

agency.

“Everything I did was to get more money for our sales and marketing.”

That’s the growth mindset we need as agency owners.

Let's talk about fundamentals.

How much of that time have you spent Collecting, Crafting, and 

Delivering Video Case Stories?

HOW MUCH TIME TOTAL HAVE YOU 

SPENT ON YOUR SALES AND 

MARKETING?

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


If you’re like most, the time you’ve spent here is about it. 

You haven’t prioritized it. I get it. 

IT’S EASY TO FORGET THE
VALUE OF FUNDAMENTALS.



THAT’S WHY I 
CREATED THIS

Video Case Stories won't just propel your authority, traffic, and 

conversion. 

Video Case Stories will boost your sales (I’m proof of that), your 

operations, your hiring, your client results, and your client retention.

Fundamentals always improve every aspect of your game.

Some of the things on this list have given 4-10x returns.

We have Video Case Stories that have literally given our clients 100x 

return over the life of the video.

LIST OF 65 WAYS TO SCALE 

YOUR DIGITAL AGENCIES 

USING VIDEO CASE STORIES



LET’S SAY THERE IS A 
1% ROI PER YEAR

If you were to implement just one tactic on this list per week, you could 

see a 52% growth in revenue over the next year.

Most of our clients use their Video Case Stories for at least 5 years. 

Many embed them in their marketing for up to a decade. 

IN EACH ONE OF THESE TACTICS



DOING SIMPLE 
MATH MEANS

How much would that be worth to you in time and 

money?  

$1 million? $10 Million?

How much is it worth to you to become THE authority and 

THE ONLY CHOICE?

Look through the list, get excited, and start Prioritizing 

Video Case Stories.

A 250% IMPROVEMENT IN YOUR 

BUSINESS OVER THE NEXT 5 

YEARS. THAT’S ON THE 

CONSERVATIVE SIDE.

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


IMPROVE CLIENT RESULTS:

Stop waiting for content
Stop long boring 

messaging discussions

Improve all of the 

content you create 

with stories

Add on a retainer 

base service (Ask 

about our Case Story 

Partner Program)
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IMPROVE CLIENT RESULTS:

Create a better 

social media campaign

Create better 

email campaigns

Improve funnel

conversion
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Improve SEO results



IMPROVE CLIENT RETENTION AND UPSELLS:

Faster Results =

Longer Client Retention

Remind them why they

bought from you

Remind them why 

you are great
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Overcome buyer’s remorse



IMPROVE CLIENT RETENTION AND UPSELLS:

Make them feel a part

of something great

Remind them they are 

not your only client

Show off new

techniques

Show them what

Happens to clients that go 

the “cheaper” route
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WAIT: Before you get started, 
you might be thinking...

“I’VE GOT VIDEO TESTIMONIALS.”



TESTIMONIALS STINK

I’m not going to go into the nuance of why Video 

“Testimonials” are bad, but let me tell you. 

No one wants to see video testimonials.

(Get it? My last name is Garlic. A sign of a 

great joke is having to explain it.) 



HERE’S THE 
TELLTALE 
SIGN YOU HAVE A 
VIDEO 
TESTIMONIAL

They only talk about you and how great you are. 

No one cares.* 

Case stories should be varied and crafted for what 

you want to accomplish.

You don’t tell the same story at a cocktail party as 

you tell somebody ready to sign with you. (If you 

do, stop. That’s why everyone walks away from you.)



GREAT VIDEO CASE STORIES.
CREATING THEM IS A PROCESS. YOU MUST...

PLAN 
THEM
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COLLECT 
THEM

CRAFT 
THEM

DISTRIBUTE 
THEM

ADJUST 
THEM

That’s what we’re to help you do. 

That is if you want to work with someone that’s been doing them for 15 years.



SUCCESSFUL
CASE STORIES

Look through all of these ways to use them and prioritize how you 

want to use them.

Then you’re ready to Start your Case Story Tackle Box. 

And of course, we will be here to help you all along the way.

* There are a few places to use Video “Testimonials” but you’re still 

better off with case stories.

THE FIRST STEP IS PLANNING

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


DON’T PUT OFF YOUR 
CASE STORIES ANOTHER DAY.

WANT HELP FROM THE EXPERTS COLLECTING, CRAFTING, 
AND DELIVERING YOUR VIDEO CASE STORIES?

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED

http://65ways.storycrews.com/sched


GET IN TOUCH WITH US
crewstube.com

@join.storycrews

iangarlic

IanJGarlic

http://crewstube.com
https://www.instagram.com/join.storycrews/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/iangarlic
https://www.facebook.com/IanJGarlic

